STUDY GROUP TOMIKI AIKIDO – Thursday 5th May, 2016

We started, as usual, with our toes to head warming up. Afterwards we looked at the
concept of Mushin and how this could help us to “let go” of a gripped lower forearm.
Furthermore, in many instances of a poor application of a technique, Tori gives support to
Uke during the process. This in fact is counterproductive. Tori’s action must be “empty” yet
at the same time “full”. To try to explain this further; If Uke can stabilise themselves by
bracing during Tori’s application of a technique the result has a negative effect making Tori’s
task much more difficult than it needs to be. Simple to say and write but the reality is a skill
which has to be nurtured and cultivated.
In our warming up exercises we used a palm-down inwardly circling of the hands as a solo
study. This idea was developed working in pairs. Our complimentary combination exercise
of one partner initiating with Outside Turn and the other responding with Inside Sweep was
used to start this process. Although there is affixed agreed pattern, within this there is also a
“Void” a “Letting go” in where contact is made at the wrists.
Changing the touch contact to a gripped lower forearm should not change this but the
tendency to fight the gripped limb, at the point of contact, is difficult to resist. As part of the
process, to alter this instilled thinking, we tried to move the point of contact, in our mind,
further up the arm, rather like the pushing, but not pushing with the wrist, in Tegatana
Awase. This in theory helped, but in practised was difficult to grasp. However, repeating the
process over and over again did help the skill develop.
For further thoughts on the full philosophical concept please see:
http://www.aikido-aid.com/mushin-mugamae.htm

STUDY GROUP TOMIKI AIKIDO – Friday 6th May, 2016

This afternoon we were joined by Michael Thraves from Spain.
For the afternoon and evening sessions we continued to fine tune aspects of Outside Turn,
Inside Sweep and Inside Turn, Outside Sweep; our basic movements. We used examples
of Oshitaoshi, Udegaeshi, Hikiotoshi, and Tenkaikotehineri to reinforce some of the
concepts.
In the free-play part of the evening session we practiced body movements first without the
freedom of moving the feet. This assisted in the reinforcement of proper and effective body
movement and to focus properly on the target without the need to overstretch and lean with
the body. Keeping soft is imperative.
Touch the spine or tail bone.
Put your mind on the spot.
In the case of the hand, place it down to the ground.
In the case of Sumiotoshi, put the hip on ground.
Take your mind away from the gripped limb.
Move with Kotegaeshi, don’t fight it.

STUDY GROUP TOMIKI AIKIDO – Saturday 7th May, 2016

Today we ran two sessions, an after lunch session and the second late afternoon.
As part of the toe to head warming up we took a “wider” foot stance, by moving the line of
the toes outwards and then progressively and slowly lowering the body into a squat stance.
The position of the feet took up a shape reminiscent to the Japanese character for “eight”. In
this attempt to sit down and in a rearward direction, the knees and body should not move or
lean forwards. Try to keep the torso remaining vertical. The hip region must be relaxed to
aid success.
Slow motion walking with out-stretched arms helps to improve overall stability when moving.
The hands and feet are kept on one vertical line. The torso remains facing forward. The big
toe scribes an arch in its movement towards the body centre line and then onwards to the
point of placement. Once in position the body weight is shifted to reinforce and firm up the
step. The exercise is performed slowly and with fluidity, first in a forwards direction then
backwards.
Repeatedly performing left then right Tsugi Ashi movements with outstretched arms is
another training drill that we have adopted. The hands are vertically above the feet and the
direction of movement is in the direction of the hands. The feet do not come together and
the second foot must to move is faster than the first.
On the execution of many Aikido techniques, these foot patterns can be seen, albeit in a
faster form in most cases.

The application of these training drills and consolidating them into our Aikido is the on-going
challenge.
To practise these concepts we used Outside Turn and Oshitaoshi movements, then on to
Inside Turn and the two sweeps. A point of practise was to consider both arms each being
involved in the movement. In a strange way focussing on the non-gripped arm seemed to
improve the sensitivity and performance of the gripped arm.

Senta Yamada Sensei demonstrates posture – both hands active

Sankaku is used to describe a
triangular shape in Japanese; we used
this idea to help our understanding of
posture. The feet take up a triangular
shaped stance and from the torso
centre to the ground form another
triangle, the base of which can shift
from the front to rear foot. The line
must not pass outside of the feet. And
the line can be divided into five equal
parts. The body centre must remain
within the middle three sections. This
allows a degree of body shifting.

To close this part of another brain-filled session we did some timed Toshu free-play bouts.
Focus on softness, don’t be afraid of failing, as "loosing" teaches one to improve.

As a final and in a small session we did some studies using the Jo Throw Section of Koryu
Dai San. In this we related the Slow motion walking exercises which we practised earlier, to
the foot patterns needed as part of the execution of these techniques.

In the evening we went to one of our favourite restaurants, Den Tir, for food and drinks.

STUDY GROUP TOMIKI AIKIDO – Sunday 8th May, 2016

This morning’s session opened when the temperature outside was 27°C, truly Spanish
weather in Antwerp.
We continued further with the theme for the weekend and with a larger group.

Using the movements from Sotai Dosa we studied elements of rotation and how to achieve
this smoothly.

During the final part of the session we continued to study techniques from the Koryu Dai San
– Jo Throw Section.
The Jo can be divided into two parts, three parts or four parts. When holding it, take the
centre with the leading hand (Left) and the end with the back hand.
Focus on the target, the target is the spine.
Hold the Jo lightly not tightly, at the centre and end.

Thrust the Jo at the target and Tsugi Ashi forwards.
When thrusting, the Jo slides through the lead hand to about the one third position.

Uke avoids by moving off the line of thrust then using the hand blade to make the correct
distance; grip the Jo away from the end using the second hand; grip the Jo next to the
second hand using the first hand.
Ukes hands and body are led by the Jo movement; there is no fight or resistance; true feel
and learning cannot take place if “blocking” exists.
Uke can feel Tori’s intension and Tori can feel Uke’s response. This intent is not solely
through the Jo.
The throw element is usually achieved by dropping suddenly (Hakkei) in combination with a
Tsugi Ashi movement. We spoke of abstracts such as “Grasping the spine” or conversely
“Hiding the centre”.

In the afternoon we continued with techniques from the Koryu Dai San – Jo Throw Section.
Slowly a better understanding followed despite our overfull heads and very tired bodies. 

In the evening we went to one of our favourite restaurants, ‘T Pakhuis, for food and drinks.

Thank you Eddy and Gina for your hospitality once more, as usual a lovely weekend. The
great weather has been a bonus.

A BRIEF REPORT FROM EDDY WOLPUT

Sunday 8 May 2016
Shihandai-training at Shobukai – Antwerp, Belgium
Main theme of Shihandai-workshop:
How to create the relax-response when performing waza?
The impact of the basic training on advanced training.

Only those who were present know
what was going on.
Sometimes the Ukemi doesn’t go to
plan! 

Donderdag 5 mei 2016
Zhang Zhuang - Shili
Warming up – Koshi / Tanden exercise (up and down)
Mocabu - Ayumi Ashi - Tsugi Ashi
Tegatana Awase
Sotai Dosa 1 - Oshi Taoshi
Keep intention on the right spot
Sotai Dosa 2 - exercise - grasping the arm in the correct way (Uke)
Horizontal movement - correct wrist movement

Vrijdag 6 mei 2016
Warming up – Koshi / Tanden exercise (up and down - the chair)
Tegatana Awase (Mushin Mugamae)
Sotai Dosa (1-4)
Suishu - circling hands/horizontal - waza applications
Touching the spine - hiding the spine -

Zaterdag 7 mei 2016
Warming up
Sotai Dosa (1-4)
Suishu - circling hands/horizontal - waza applications
Jo no Tsukai (1-5)

Zondag 8 mei 2016
Warming up
5-tegatana movements
Mocabu - Ayumi Ashi - Tsugi Ashi
Tsugi Ashi - intent in hand - with partner
Sotai Dosa (5-6-7)
Jo no Tsukai 5 and 7
Circling hands horizontal

MORE STUDY GROUP TOMIKI AIKIDO SESSIONS . . .
20-22May2016 Bulgaria with Eddy Wolput
03-05Jun2016 Antwerp with Eddy Wolput
02-04Sep2016.Margate with Adrian Tyndale
09-11Sep2016 Antwerp with Eddy Wolput
5th ETAN Open European Club Championship
17-18Sep2016 Almussafes with Eddy Wolput
07-09Oct2016 Antwerp with Eddy Wolput
11-13Nov2016 Almussafes with Eddy Wolput
09-11Dec2016 Antwerp with Eddy Wolput

STUDY GROUP TOMIKI AIKIDO - Tradition and Knowledge
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5th Dan (JAA) - JAA-Shihan Dai
Pierre Alain Zeiter
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For those who are “Facebook-less” we have an alternative way of communicating our
studies via:
STUDY GROUP TOMIKI AIKIDO - Wikispaces
https://study-group-tomiki-aikido.wikispaces.com/
For archived Study Group Tomiki Aikido reports please see:
http://www.aikidouk.co.uk/study-group-reports.htm

